
U10A Practice - 14/11/17 -
POSITION PLAY - 4V2+1

Method
For this position play exercise, the players are working on the 1-2-1-1 system (5v5).

Players are split into 3 teams of 2 and there is 1 neutral player. Two teams aim to 
keep possession from the two defenders, linking up with the neutral player. If the 
defending team wins the ball, they transition by playing a secure pass to either the 
team that didn't give away possession or the neutral player. The team that gave 
away possession must transition by pressing and winning the ball back.

4V2 RONDO INTO 3V2 ATTACKING
Method
Two 12x14 yard boxes (variable) and a 4-yard receiving channel is included to 
represent the space in front of the defensive line and behind the midfield line. 
Included are 2 cones around 8 yards away from the rondo either side.

Players now aim to score in the goal to gain points. The team with the most points 
wins.

Principle Focus: Attack 1,2,3
1 - Up
2 - Back
3 - Through

In order for the ball to be transferred to the opposite Rondo, the CF must drop into 
the receiving channel once a passing lane from the CB or either FB has opened. From 
there a pass is played UP to the CF, set BACK to the CM and then THROUGH to one of 
the wingers. If the winger receives the through pass, they must start again by 
playing into the target CB. FBs from the other Rondo sprint out to the small cones.

NOTE: If the defender doesn't follow the CF and has space to turn, encourage that 
(especially if CF is good in 1v1 situations). As a result, a pass is played UP to the CF, 
the CF turns and then plays THROUGH to one of the wingers.

SMALL-SIDED GAME: 7V7 (1-2-3-1 SYSTEM)
Method
Players are split into two teams of 7. Both teams will play a 1-2-3-1 system of play.

Focus on improving positional play and combination play in the final third.


